
 

 

 

A game concept by Pavel Černohous 
 

 

  

Target platforms:  Target age group: Target rating: 

    

Males 10-16 

 
Game summary: Trout and his wife lived peacefully in their brook, eating whatever misfortunate insect 

flew over the water and making little baby trout. That until evil Dr. Mosquito kidnapped Ms. Trout to 

avenge all his brothers the fish have eaten before. But vengeance belongs to the bigger and stronger, the 

vengeance belongs to the Trout!   

Game Outline: In this 2D platforming action packed game Player controls brave and kind of angry trout 

wearing his robotic costume as he fights his way through the level full of hazards and picturesque enemies, 

the henchmen of Dr. Mosquito.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

1 Controls 

 

Left or Right arrow: Walk 
Left or Right arrow (doubletap): Charge 
Swipe up: Jump 
Swipe down: Duck 
A button: Basic attacks 
B button: Shield ability (unlockable) 
C button: Meteor hammer ability (unlockable) 
D button: Rapid fire ability (unlockable) 

Note: swipe up or down worsk anywhere on the screen but the buttons. 

2 Player´s moves 

 Walk 
*one speed 
*instant change of direction 

 

Charge 
*double tap directional arrow to 
charge 
*can be combined with the basic 
attack 
*both feet are in the air 

 

Duck 
*Swipe down to duck 
*Press direction while ducking to roll 
 

 

Jump 
*Swipe up to jump 
*Jumps straight up if no direction 
input 
*Jump can occur straight from the 
walking as well 

 

Basic attack 
*activated by button 
*PC attacks with 3 hit combo consisting 
of 2 punches and final kick 
*When nearby incapacitated opponent 
the finishing attack is used instead 

 

Rapid fire (unlockable) 
*activated by button 
*acquired from the enemy 
*ranged attack-shoots in short burts 
*ammo is consumable 

 

Shield (unlockable) 
*activated by button 
*acquired from the enemy 
*cancels walk 
*can´t move while blocking 
*protection from damage incoming 
from one direction  

 

Meteor hammer(unlockable) 
*activated by button 
*acquired from the enemy 
*causes small earthquake lifting 
lighter opponents in the air 

 

 

 



 

3 Enemies 

Claydwarf 

Overview: This enemy is basically cannon fodder walking forward to the Player to the melee distance. Few Player´s 
punches will destroy him. With each successful hit cracks will emerge on the Claydwarf´s surface and final blow will 
break him completely. From the broken pieces a small worm will try to escape. 
Player can use contextual finishing move on i by pressing Attack button- Player character will stomp next to the worm 
rendering it into the air and falling down into the fish tank where the Trout will happily eat it, replenishing some health 

from it. 

Attacks: Reactions Player´s skill tested 

punch 
 

Punch: flinch, emerging crack on surface 
Rapid fire: instant kill 
Meteor hammer: launched in the air and falls on back (damage 
delivered) 

None- enemy is just cannon fodder 
 

Reward: Player can gain Health after destroying enemy 

 

Hammerman 

Overview: This is basically enhanced (and much bigger) variation on Claydwarf. Hammerman is a big clay enemy 
with Meteor hammer. When it hits the ground it causes mighty earthquake. The pieces of ceiling might fall (so 
Player needs to dodge them). 
The same way as the Claydwarf the Hammerman is shattering when hit until only the worm remains. Player then 
can finish him off. 

Attacks: Reactions Player´s skill tested 

Vertical attack 
Earthquake 
 

Punch: flinch, emerging crack on surface 
Rapid fire: flinch, emerging cracks on surface- very fast and very effective  
Meteor hammer: immune 

Dodging 
 

Reward: Player can gain Health after destroying enemy 

 
 

Robopeacock 

Robopeacock walks to the middle range distance, turns his backs to Player and 
opens its tail into the shield. Then it release missiles from its beak. 
Missiles are first released in the air, make a turn and aim for the position Player 
stands in this moment. Player needs to move away immediately to avoid 
damage from explosion. This is also great way how to lure enemy to shoot the 
rocket on destructible object in the level. 

Attacks: Reactions (unshielded/shielded) Player´s skill tested 

Homing 
missiles  

Punch: damage animation/sparks, little pushback 
Rapid fire: damage animation/sparks, little pushback 
Meteor hammer: cancel to any action, launch into the air and fall on its back, 
rendering it incapacitated for short time 

- Prediction 

- Timing 

 

Reward:  Player unlock Shield ability when the first Robopeacock is defeated 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Shootflower 

Shootflower enters scene flying like a helicopter. It tries to get to the ranged distance 
from the Player and then it starts to shoot from machine gun in short bursts either at the 
low level (co Player needs to jump to avoid damage) or at the high level (so Player needs 
to duck). After Player manages to get close, it delays for some time, so Player has chance 
to hit it, and then it flies again on the other side to the screen so it can shoot at Player 
from the distance again. 

 

Attacks: Reactions Player´s skill tested 

Rapid fire  Punch: flinch, parts of the plant are torn 
Rapid fire: it needs to hit the head or it is ineffective 
Meteor hammer: immune 

- Timed decision (duck or jump up) 

- Block ability 

Reward: Player unlocks the rapid fire ability once first Shootflower is destroyed. After each killed Shootflower also remain some 
ammo to pick.  

 

4 Elements in level 

 
 

 

    

Health pack 
restores full 
health. 

Breakable obstacle. Use 
punch on vertical and 
Meteor hammer on the 
floor version. 

Button 
opens 
the 
door. 

Elevator- 
slide up or 
down to 
operate it. 

Acid pool is 
bad for 
health. 

Electricity is 
not good 
either. 

Flamethrower ignites 
with some spacing over 
and over again, creating 
predictable pattern. 
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